Xpansiv Data Systems is a Silicon Valley–based company that is transforming the commodity industry from end to end. We are growing fast and calling on all data scientists and engineers from front to back, full-stack, data and systems and everything in between to join us in our growing Albuquerque office. This is your chance to apply your skills (assuming you have some) to changing the world. Everybody says that, but we really mean it + we’re doing it.

Experience and being a systems thinker is a must, but so is having an open mind, creativity, transparent communication, autonomy and drive. You will join a team of talented individuals, so you should be one, too.

Some tech we use:
SQL Server, Neo4j, AWS Neptune, MySQL, Postgres
Splunk, SPSS, R, ML
REACT, D3.js
Python, Java, Ruby, Node
Blockchains: Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric, IOTA, and others

We offer *highly* competitive pay, 100% paid health insurance (Pres Platinum), stock options, weekly company lunches, one of the coolest offices in the city (about to be THE coolest), and all the Le Croix you can drink – within reason. We also understand family life and support flexible hours and remote work.

Are you a data viz unicorn? A coding beast? A fullstack rockstar? A UI visionary? A data whisperer? If you are and you’re ready to accept the challenge to clean up the world,
Send CVs / resumes / GitHub profiles to:

jobs@xpansivdata.com